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Because of the financial crisis, the entire world’s economy has stepped into trough 
since 2007. By the gloominess of money market, the real economy was negatively 
affected, so market demand had been reduced, and many enterprises were exposed in 
operating distress and financial crisis. Under the background of economy unrest, 
because of the lacked of investors’ confidence and the carefulness of bank credit, 
M&A market becomes cold rapidly. In spite of that, Chinese M&A market is still very 
flourishing, for both domestic and foreign M&As have increased continuously. Seen 
from the M&A exchanges in recent years, many enterprises’ M&A ended in failure 
because of their negligence of financial risk. The method to recognize and prevent 
financial risk is a key factor. So the problem how to reduce financial risk has been 
concerned academic and practitioners. 
For these reasons, the author decides to probe into in enterprises M&A financial 
risk under special state of the financial crisis. Firstly, the article introduces the entire 
world’s M&A facts, China’s enterprises’ M&A motivations and characteristics, and 
then makes a retrospect about research findings of scholars at home and abroad, after 
expounding the enterprises M&A and enterprises’ M&A financial risk fundamental 
theory. Secondly, to three enterprises’ M&A financial risks: pricing risk, financing 
risk, paying risk, the author offers some measures and proposals about preventing 
financial risks, while contacting the characteristics under the financial crisis. The 
M&A case that Zoomlion acquired CIFA, is a classic case under the financial crisis. 
About that case, some risk recognizing and preventing measures is innovative in 
many aspects. Consequently, the author summarizes some application suggestions 
based on analyzing every risk, so that the later M&A could draw lessons from this 
case. 
Because this paper is based on the background of the financial crisis, the author 















proposals about preventing financial risks in order to reach the M&A destination. 
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然而，并购的失败率也是极高的，并购的风险不容忽视。据统计，仅仅 2008
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